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Colour the latest
bathroom trend

BETH MUHLING

Colour, from bold shades right through to
lush pastels, is making a comeback in the
bathroom. And it's not just being splashed
around in the bathroom with accessories
and tiles.

Now a new line of coloured basins offers
an interesting alternative to traditional
white china and can create an eye-catching
feature. Paco Jaanson has several to choose
from in its Kong Colour Basin Collection,
with a matt violet basin from $1380 and a
matt green or platinum basin from $1560.

Coloured basins were first introduced
briefly in the 1970s but were passed over in
favour of ever-popular clean, neutral
shades.

But now colour is back and so far proving
a popular alternative to traditional creams
and whites.

People are particularly experimenting
with coloured pieces in guest toilets that
have basins, according to Paco Jaanson
director Ari Zorlu.

"It's a space that can provide the `wow'
impact for your visitors and perhaps inspire
them to add a dash of colour to their own
bathroom," he said.

Pastels were currently the most popular
trend in European bathrooms, he said.

Favourite shades included pale lavenders
and fresh mint greens that were modern
and fun yet timeless and easy to incorporate
into changing wall and tile colour schemes,
Mr Zorlu added.

To find a stockist call 1800 006 260.
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Kong Colour Collection from Paco Jaanson.
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